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MED5209 – Disruptive Publishing
• 2nd year module on Journalism BA
• Practice and research based

• 4 portfolio elements: listicles; newsletters; writing for the web;
sequential storytelling

2020: Instagram and Snapchat Stories
2021: IG, Snapchat, Tiktok
2022: ???

My entry point to teaching
the sessions
• Positionality.
• Feeling old.
• Not ‘getting’ Tiktok. And I still don’t.

• Pedagogy of co-learning
• I know about video editing and journalism standards,
but not Tiktok
• Students know about Tiktok, they are of Tiktok… but
they don’t know how to apply it as journalism.
(discussions of age and Snapchat/IG, etc)
• Cognitive constructivism (Piaget, 1971)
students drawing on their experience and understanding
of Tiktok.
• Social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978)
memes / trends of Tiktok discussed in class, peer review of
work.

• Ethnographic theory: I am the ‘stranger’ (Schuetz, 1944) to
this world; the participants (students) tell me all about it.

Class discussions
• Defining differences between
influencer content and news media.
i.e. what makes news ‘news’?
• Reframing and experimenting beyond
ideas of Tiktok as an everyday ‘youth
culture’ and celebrity platform
(Kennedy, 2020)…

• …using it to engage news audiences
(Vázquez-Herrero et al., 2020)

Student portfolio task
• To research ‘sequential storytelling’ journalism examples
• And create their own (some created IG or Snapchat stories).
• To plan it in advance. Storyboarding.
• To consider what will make this ‘journalism’? Factual, impartial, informative.
Style?
• Story types: interview; explainer; tutorial; profile or factfile; event;
collaborative.
• To incorporate appropriate creative methods, tools, and tropes of Tiktok
(e.g. emojis, captions, trending music)
• To consider how much they can / want to be present in the stories.

What we got out of it: students / myself
• Not all students chose to post to Tiktok. Consumers, not
creators? Or potential for brand damage?
• Students understanding a familiar platform as being
disruptive to the industry, but also alien to those not
immersed in its use / culture.

• Platforms as culture, as spaces.
• How we differentiate NEWS media.
• The extent to which professionalism AND amateurism is
important in news media / engaging audiences.
• My better understanding of the platform – 164k views!

• Considering how memes, trending songs, etc might be used
within the module this year.
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